APPLYING FOR HEALTH TRACKS

Accepted to the PA Program.  
**DECEMBER - MAY**
Return your acceptance response letter to the Program’s offer, respond to the Graduate School’s offer, think about what angle on medicine you’re passionate about.

Apply for a health track.  
**MAY - JULY**
Both the Rural Health Track (RHT) and the Latino Health Track (LHT) have internal applications available through the Orientation Moodle.

Interview for your health track.  
**JUNE - JULY**
Both RHT & LHT have internal interviews. Only LHT has a language component to its process.

Apply for AHEC Scholars.  
**AFTER RHT ACCEPTANCE ONLY**
AHEC Scholars has seats reserved for RHT students, so the application is just a formality to get you into the AHEC system. Your acceptance is guaranteed.

Apply for certificate of your choice.  
**AFTER TRACK ACCEPTANCE**
Both RHT & LHT require you to be pursuing another graduate certificate, which requires a Graduate School application. Choose "Graduate Degree Seeking" > "Certificate".

CONGRATULATIONS! TIME TO FOCUS.
More info on ISU.EDU/PA